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ABSTItACT

t.
14

.A new thaory of .sign strUcture is proposed.which'explains the sYntactit;
-

,

semantiC, and.pragmatic classifiaatIon of signs due.to a, Peirce. The .

theory'comprises,' in part; a language capaBle of relating studies of,informa-

tion pideesSes actoss a range of disciplines, including comMunication science,'

psychology; coMpoter Science, and linguistics. 'The'power ';nd utility of ihe

theory and the-language are.iIlustrated by ekplicating empirically such.

, syntactic and semantic proceises as perceptidh, syntactic comMunication; and

memory coding.. The-report indicates the relevance of the theory to selected'

applied problemg of ihforMation engineering. The development and aCtivities^

of the SemLab, a semibtic research laboratory dedicated to empirical investi-

gations o.f infoimatlon phenoMena, are described. The effort reported ispart

of'a basic research program in information science performed at thel School

of .Information and tomputer Science, Georgia lnatitute of TechnologY. Ibis

final report on National Sciena6 Foundation Grant GN-40952 covers work

7performed between January 19.74 and December 1976.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The_research,reported here is the beginning oT a long-term program

oUfundamental.investigations ih quantitittive semiotics., a field which we.

believe lie6 at the.foundation of infoltation science qua science [51].
, .

The program hasthe following major goals:
. .

. .

. 1.. Development of a theOry of.the struct4e of signs, sign systens,
.and sign processes. A.

2.. Investigations of the measurablb propetties Of all sign componente;

4
3. Investigations of the basic regularities existing betweenhe.

...mTsur'able'properties.of all sign components.
..

-

-

.

. .

4. Deropment.of theOries which explain these regularities.
q ,

.

.

1

5. Study of the relationship between various information and semiotic
,-

__pro° sses, such as perception, memory,-recall, conception,
coum . ication, classification, recognition, decision; and others.

\

1

0 'The princapal motivation and goal of thie research piogram is the' ,

study and elucidation of informatig processes. Within.the framework of this

program, the'ekort desCribed in dad report has had as its objective the
t) -

. .
further development Of the crucial concept of sign structure. We have

focused on an investigation of signs.because in our experience all funds-

\ a
i

mental 'questione-pertaining to information processes invariably boil down
1 . t

the problemof understanding the.nature and the structure of signs.

The reiort summarizes the results of research and ielated activities

carried out during the period of January 1974 through December 1976. It

is organized into three narrative se.ctions. Chapter II proposes a)new

theory of sign etiuctue. The theorYA derived froni. a general model.of
..\,,

.s.Agn structure', explicates the relationship between' the.structure of signs

1 .." and their classification. '.Chapter III exemplifies the utility of the

theory and tike model of sign structure.for interpreting a range of basic

information proceises, and it broaches the.euestion of the utility of this
!

research for technological problems. Chapter IV describes eclectically

the facilities and activities of the Semiotics Labotaliory of the School

.

-1-



of Information and Computer Science (SeMLab). The SeMLab is a substantial'

tas well as unique resource supp9ting education and research in thia area.

It-is perhaps appropriate that we explain, at the outset of thts

'report, the relationship of this work,to the field called information

science.

In its currently popular trend, information science shows an almost

complete pteoccupation with technological problem, and products. The ,

fact that its'applied*research has been _unable to attain many of the
,

more importfint objectives enthusiastically predicted for it twenty years

ago isattributed today'largely to the absence in the information field

of a .core of basic; or-scientific, results--auch as were available, for

ipstance, from physics for aeronautical engineering. This notwithstanding,

a corollary of the technological preoccupation of present-day infOrmation
0

science.is a deep-Impatience with all efforts which do not,immedtAtely

affect information tectrology.

It ma', behdove us at this point to consider a historical analogy:

Today we credit physics with a major conttibution to many of the triumphs
,

of modern tedhnology, such as the uses of Atomic energy, or space

travel and communications, Yet.the basic scientific discoveries which

underlie these technologicalAircomplishments occutied largely during the '

16th through the 18th.centuries: the language revolution (Copernicus);

the empirical revc'ylution (Galileo), and the theory revolution (Newton), '

These efforts built the foundation for phySics.as a science, and they

provided for its subsequent development culminating in the ,engineeg,ing

accomplishments of our time.

If.thecreader will tolerate this analogy, then in its terms the

current level of deifeiopment of the science of information is somewhere

40
at the level of physics of the 18th century. We view our own work as

belonging to that level of development: the theory of sign structure

proposed in Chapter II constitutes, in part, a new language devised for

8



studying information phenomena; and ate work described in Chapter II?

illuStrates slid demonstrates the utility'of this language for expieg,

empirically, a.number of these phenomena. Oue research thus,-ASpires to

be an early contribution toward the establishment.of a science of

information.

. ''The study of signs and sign processes is, of course, not proprietary

to any one field of institutionalized science. Indeed,- our own researai

is related to ongoingtork in an array ot such fields: computer science,

commucation science, psychdlogy, and linguistics. As the common,

denominator of these efforts is the study of information processes, the

notion br,an "information science".as 'the envelope for these studiss-is

appropriate. Whether or_not such a basic science will become institution-

.aliied depends very much on the exisvncee of one or more paradigms

relating and unifying its efforts. We would like to believe that'our

work, incipient as it is, demonstrates such a portent. For this reason

we view our research firmly as.lying in information science.

-3-
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II. A THEORir OF-SIGN-STRUCTURE

Tra6itionally, major advances in.systematic science have been made byr

quantification and measurement. In information science, the 4ped for better.

'understanding of the concepts Of informafion measures and measuremenftis

well recognized. Our approach to the study of information measurei and

measurement is from the viewpoint of semiotics, the study of aigns and sign

processes. The role that signs play in information processes (that is, in

semiotic interactions) is determined by the properties of the sign; in

tdrn, sign properties are determined by the kin'd of sign av4 its structure.

From this viedpoint, we regard an information measure as any.observable

property of the sign structure; and)the measurement.df information as the

development of a measurement systemfor carrying out the observation of that

property.,

Our purpose in developing A theory of sign structurels to have a tool

for explicating the nature of information measurement and its relationship
AIME

rmiotic processes, and for classifying information measures according to

their semiotic dimensionality and interrelationships. A theory of aign

structure useful for these purposes has evolved.gradually,over the past r

three years. It:is called the Universal Sign Structure Model.'

A. Peirce's Taxonomy of Sigps

Throughout our investigations we have had occasion to use severaf differ-

ent tsxonbmies, or alissification schemes, fdr,signs. Of these only the

classification by Charles Peirce [45] has proved to be satisfactory in eveiy

empirical,setting for which a classification was waoted. We therefore ascribe

the Peircean schmem an empirical reality, and woad like our theory of sign

structure to explain the applicabyty and usefulness of the Peircean scheme

in terms of the structure of 61e sign.

Peirce defines tht sign as a three-place relation:

A.,sign, or rePrOentaMen, is something which stands to'samebody
for something in scim respect or capacity [45, 2.228].

In consequence of every represeniamen being thus connpcted with
three things, . . . the science,of semiotics has three branches
[45, 2.229].

0

-5-
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. .

., Peirce "called these three branches "puve grammar", '"logl,c: Proper', and.
. ,

rhetoric".: Subsequently, Charles Morris,celled these the' three

, 'dimensions' 61 semiotics and gave them their. accepted'namear .syntactics,,

:T1404ntics, and pragmatics.,
0

-Peirce's taxonomy has three classificatibn schemes, leading to nine

categories Of signs.. efinit1ionsj-3 pertain to a Ayntactic classification;

Nin4ions 4-6.to a.s Mantic classification; and.d-e'finitions 7-9 to a pkag-

',-' mafic'tlassifitatien of signs., ,

Definis1on.1: A sign Whitch exists as an abstract qualit both in
, itself and in!its relation to other signs is called a 'TONE'*.

a

Definition 2; A iign which exists as a'general kind, both in'itself.
and disinguishableriroM other signs is called a 'TYPE'.

. .

Dpfinition : A sign which.exists as an actuhl, single, physArlly
. ' existint individual 4s called a ;TOKEN:, -

,

. w . c
.

. .

Definition 4: A sign which is related to its object by an.aceUal, '
single, existential, cause and effect relation is called an
'INDEX'. --.

,

Definition 5: A sign which is 'related to its.oblect by a concite .

similarity between.the.shape of thd,sign and.its object is Called
an 'ICON'.

1.
.

1 .
. , . .

Definition 6.:. AJgn which is'related to its object by in arbitrary
conventlon,?agreement, or general;law, is'called a 'SYMBOL'..

, A,

Definftion 7; A sign whose inteipretant reptgsentg it as a.sign of
possible reference to its interpreter is called a 'RHEME'.

Definition 8: 'A sign whose interpretant represents it as,a sign of
fact or.actual reference to its Interpreter is called a 'PHEME'.

Definition 9: A sign whose interpretant represents it as a sign of
reason to its interpreter is called a 'DOLEME'**.

Because of the rather oPh4ue. nature of §eyeral_of these definitions_it.
"!N

may be well to give some examples. An eXample of a tone In.linguistics

yould be a nonterminal node of a phrase structure idiagram, a context cate-
va

gory, or .4 set of allowable (including obligatory) transformations'on a

eIgn (word, sentence, or discourse). An example of A tone in loiic would

be a functional combinator, Le. a catégorical analysis of ksign., An

*It must be rdMembpred that Peirce employed a great number of different
and differing nomenclatures. The one adopted here was used in [29]..

**Peirce's actual term was 'deloam' from the Greek dexwy:

\
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,

example of...A type in linguistics would be a terminal node of a phrase strutture

diagram or a lexical item Nord, sentence, or discourse) at the morphological

levei, before rhe phonetic transformations havaheen applied. ,An example of

a type in lOgic would be a well formed expression (term, formula, rgument).

An example of a tzp in statistical linguistics would be a general sikn
% .

which a particular occurrence tclken is a speeific Instance. Class cal

linguistics and classical logic do not concern themselves with.the. tudy of

tokbns. An example of a token in stAtisticarlinguistics would be the

single, particulaPeoccurrence of some.sign that actually occurs at a specilZL

point'in thescomputer.scan of a m4ine readable text. An-example of a token

in psyqhplitcguistics is one actual: stimulus that ig exposed in a teescope.

An example of an index in cognit,ive psyctibrogy is Bruner's 'enactive

response'. An examPle fromordinai'y life would be'a pillar of smoke in a.

dry' forest takenfby a ;anger as a sign for fire, or a knock on a closed
9r

dOor taken by somLone on the inside.as a sign that someone or.someth14 was

pvesent on the outside.
y.

' is Bruner's iqkon'. An

denotes paint in a can,

An example*cq an icon irom cognitive.psychology

example from,ordinary life is a Paint chip that

of the same color:as the chip, or erhythmically
..

repeated note in a melody that holds 'the musfo.together by the similarities

that it establishes. An example'of a symbol fiom cognitive psychology is

Bruner's 'symbolr-; Natural language signs/ce-all symbolic; including thoge
.

called 'indexical' and those called 'onomatOpoeticl. -

,An example of-a rheme in logic.would be a term; an example of a rheme

from natural language Would be a word or a phrase. 'An examihe'of apheme
-

from logic is a statement; from naturali language a clause or-Sentence. An

example, of a doleme from logic is an argument; from natural language a para-
.

)graph or a complete communication.

B. A Universal Sign Structure Model

The proposed theory of sig4,strUcture is embodied ln the Universal Sign
-

Structure Model shown in Figute I'. In Order to show how thii model explains

Vle Peirtean taxonomy, we first state the follOwing three principles of the

theory.

2

4
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The Representatinn Principle: A sign must consist of trinary relation, ,

And it mus"t represent. A sign, therefore, conaista of three parts: A syntac-
s.

tic structure, a semantic structure, and.a pragmatic structdre.

the Principlenf Internal/External Balance: Tbe internal and the

external Structureof a sign must be balanced, consisting of exactly one

internal component for each external component and vice verse. The,internal

components are called cOMponents of meaning.

The Principle of Additional 'Structure: ,Whenever a .sign has more than
-

the mininnim structure, the additional structure'is built up from the center

out (as per Figure 1), and for each dimension tadependenely.

Exampre. From Figure 1,we isolate the minimuMstructUra (Figure 2)

which we'shall later find is the structure of the inaexical thematiC tone.

If we want to add to it one layer of semantic structure, we derive

(according to the Principle of Additional Structure) the structure of the

iconic rhematic tone/(Figure 3).

Using. the unjversal sign structure diagramnf Figure 1 and these three

principles we can now explain the Peircean'Taxonomy of signs by Means of nine

representation theorems. ('Representation' is uged here'in ita matheMatical

rather than its semiotiC sense.) Certain rides of interpretation or

translation between the theoretical vocabulary and the observational (or

less theoretical) vocabulary will become apparent as we proceed with the

proofs of thede theorems. The rules of interpretation are obvious, and

they form an integral part of the theory. The nine representation theorems

and their proofs are as follows.

Theorem 1: A sign is a tone iff it has exactly ane level of syntactic

structure. It therefore has one component of syntactic meaning (tagmension)

and one external sYntactic component (the semiotic context).

Proof: By the Representation Principle and the Principle of Additional

Structure any sign must have at least one level of syntactic structure and

this must be the innermost, or tagmatic, level. According to the Universal

Sign Structure Model (Figure 1), the outermost syntactic level consists of

'the embodiment of a sign in a physical medium. But if a sign had an

embodiment n phynical medium it would exist as an actual, single,

physically existing individual and could not exist merely as an abstract



4
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quality. It wouldte a token, hot a tone;"therefore Atone cannot have an

ontotic level of syntactic structure. A1so from Figure 1, the second (or

middle) Syntactic level consists Of the distinguishability of a sign,by

shape. But, if_a sign had a.distInCtive, distinguishable shape, it'would

exiSt as a concrett-general, ierving as an archtype toi.afl.tokenp.of the

same type.-and could not exist eft. It would Weil type; .nota tone.- There-_.:,
-

fore, a tone cantiot have an eidontic level of syhtactio-structure. r
. Thug., a tone 4vis emctly ode level of syntactic structure, whic.b/is

the tagmatic strucltire, By the Prineiple of Internal/External Balance,'

2* ;this Structure will consist ofboth an interna1,59 mpghentnna an 'excernai
,. ,

coMponent. From Figure 1 we see tiat the* internal component is tagmendion,,

theAneaning .component abstracted froM the 'semiotic context, and the,exterhal.

component is the semiotic context E D

, Thus the'structure for a tone as given by our theory'is'shown tn.

,

:Figure 4.

TheoreM 2: A sign is a type iff iE-has exactly two levels of syntactic

strdcture. It therefore bas two components, of syntactic meaning (tagmension

and eidension) and two external syntactic components (the semiotic/context
1 -

and the shape of.the sign).

Proof: As.in Theorem 1, any sign must.have the tagmatic level of

structure, However, from Definition 2 we see that an abstract existence

as given by the tagmatic structure is not sufficient for a type which must
. .

have a concrete general existence apd must be distinguishable from other .

sign types. To enable distinguishability thetype must have a shape, whIch. '

then determines its existence as a general. A type must therefore havethe

second or eidontic'layer of structure in addition to the tagmatic level.

On the other hand, if a type also had the ehird (ontotic) level it would

exist as "an actual, single, physically existing individual (as argued In

Theorem 1) and Could not'be a general as-required by Defihition 2. "tilere-

fore a type cannot have an ontotic level of syntactic structure.
I 1

Thus a type has exactly two levels of,syntactic structure, which are

the tagmatic and the eidontic structure. By the Principle of Internal/.

External Balance', this structure consists of two internal components and

two external components. From Figure 1 we See that these internal components
0\

17



,: Fig. 4. ,Tone Structure

Fig. 5. Type Structure
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4

are tagmension and eidensionjthe meaning component abstracted from the

semiotic shape), and the externalboMponents are thesemiotic context and

the shape itself. , ' . , -, .Q E D
-.._.

. .e

Figure 5 shows the strUcture for a type, as, given by,the Sign Structure .

.4theory. .--!

. . .

.

,

Theorem 3: A sign is a token iff it has-jall three-levels of syntactic ,

structure. Ii therefore has three.components of,artactic meaning (tagmension,

eidension, and.ontosion) anp three external syntactic components (the semiotic

context, the Shape of thesign. and themedium in Which it is embodied).

Prob-C. In Order to have the acv- ial, single,,physical ex isttnce as ah
w

, individual required-by Definition'3, a'token Must be embodied in some'physical
,

-mecItm. Figure 1 gives this as the third level of syntactie structure; and-
,

by the Principle of Additional Structure the tokenlmust therefore have,all

three levelgh4 syntacticatructurs. By-the Principle of Internal/ExternAl
-

Balance, this structure consists of three internal .pomponents and three

external 'components. It follows that these-internal,cOmponents are tagmension,

eidension, and ontosion (the meaning component abstracted from the semiotic

medium), and the external component*. re the semiotic contett, the ahape

and the medium itself.
: 'F Q E D

,

The proof of Theorem 3 follo4 very simplifrom the calculus of the

theory; but because- of this terseness it leans srething to be desired of
.

101i

our underst

r

g. This can be supplied by motivating the need fOr all
.

three levels sYntactic structure in the token. In order to exist as .-

a token, a sign Mustbe embodied in some medium, but it cannot be ao

embodied in the medium without supplying a shape to the medium as well.

It is this shape that is,used to'detect and distinguish. the,existibnce as

as instance of this type rather than some other type. This determines the

preitence of the eidontic structure in the token. The neccssety of tfie.

tagmaticatructure,is more subtle. We can very well imagine.a message

seeming to consist of e, single sign, for instance a crbss standing beside .

a rural road. But such messages do not actually consist of a single sign.and
,

never appear in isolation from some semiotic system which determines their

.contextual relations. (The cross appears beside the road wh'ere we have come

to-expect such signs. contrasted with situations along interstate highWays



in Whichstich signs don't occur. These are contextual relatipnsl they form'

part of the sem1otitpijext for interpreting the cross as a sign, and

determine:the presen ,of the tagmatfC struciure in the token.)

result of Theorem 1,is well motivated both,Nuitively and empiricaliy-

Figure 6 gives the,stTucture for a token determined by Theorem 3.

the

N /
'- , . / , _

Theorem 4i A. sign iA an inddx iff it Has exactly one level of.semantic
. .

structUre. It therefore has one component of semantic meaning (extension)
--,

and one external semantic component (the object ol"the si4n). f,

9

,

'Proof: By the Representation Principle and the Principle df:Additional
. ,

.

Structure ard sign must have at least one level of semantic structure,and
..., .

this, must be the innermost, or deictic, level,: From the universal sign .

structure diagram (Figure 1),'the-outerM4t semantic level consisté cif the
R

artilt afy, but conventionalied, cognitive'interpretation of the sign. .By !..

Definition 4, however, an index deterMines the object by-a single cause-

and7effect relation actually existing
,
between.the sign and the Object.

Therefore we are nat free to-form arbitrary conventions as to how we shelf

inteipret an index, and he11cean index cannot have a noetic level citr-

semantic structure. Als. by Figure 1, the secondor middle, semantic level.,
consistA of an interpretation of a sign as determining its Object via a

similarity between properties in the-object and properties in the shape

of the sign. Since a. cause negd not bear any sensible siMilbrity to its

effeCt and vice ;Iersa, we axe not free to interpret indeXes via similarities,
lb

and hence an index cannot have a hypotic level of semantic structure.'

Thus an index has exactly.one ldvel.of semantic structure, which ia

the deictic structure. By the PrinciPle of Internal/External Balance,

this structure will consist of'both an internal and an external component.

From the universal structure diagram we see that Ve internal component is

extension (the meaning componerkt abstracted from the object), while the
-

external component is the object itself. Q E P.

Theorem 4 gives us the structUre for indexes shown in Figure 7..

'Theorem 5 A sign is an icon iff it has exactly two levels of semantic

structure. It therefore has two components of semantic meaning (extension

and-intension), and two external semantabic components (the object of the

sign and its ground). 20,-
-14--
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Fig,. 6, token Structure

4

Fig. 7. Indexical Structure
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'Proof: As in Theore 4, an icon must have a deictic level of structure

whitr'by the Principle,of Internal/External Balance consists of-the extension

and object of the sign. But'by Definition 5, the icon's object is determined

by a similarity. Sihce no similarity is eficompasedhy a deictic relation

(cause-and-effect, pointing, or otherwise), no determinatidn'would be made

if the deictic level were,the only semantic structure.present in the icon.

Therefore icons possesk.an additionallevel'obsemAtip structure. By the
I .

Principle of Additional Strucidre this must
I

inClude at:least the hypotic

level. This can a/so beijustifiLed-intuitively since in order lo lepresent

its-object by a likeness, here/must:be a sef of properties, in the object

by which this likeness iA deterMined. These properties constituee the ground
.

pf. the sign which 11 the hypotie.,Component of.extersal structure. ly.the

Principle of InternallExterrijklapte, there must aleC4be an internal

hylSotit component; which ie the intension of the iton.

As'i,n the proof of Theorem 4-, we are npt free to form'arbitrary

,conventions.as to how we shall Aterpret an icon. We must use those

properties for judging a similarity.which is_actually present in the shape

of theibign. Theefore an icon cannot haye a,nOetic level of semantic
w

structure;

Thus an icon has exactly twp levels of semantic Structure, which.are

'the deictic and hypotic levels. .By the rrinciple °of Iniernal/External

Balance,each level of thieStructure will consist of both an internal-

component and an external component. From the universal sign structure

diagram (Figure 1) we.see that the internal components are the extension

and intension (the meaning component abstracted from,the.ground of the

sign) and the external components are the object arid the groua itself. -Q E D

Figure 8 gives us the structure for icons deterlAned from Theor 5.

,....,

Theorem 6: A sign is a symbol ifE.it has all three levels of Semantic
1,

structure.. It therefore has three components.of semantic meaning (extension,

intension, nd cognesion), and three exteinal semantit components (the

object, the ground, and the cognitive mentellect of the sip).

Pioof: In Order to determine its pbject accof-7o an arbitrary

convention,.agreement, dr generalllaw,/as required for a symbol by
.

.

Definition 6, a symbol must be interpreted via a C"Ognitive mentellect



Cf

Fig. 8. Iconic Structure .

Fig. 9. Symbolic Structure
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-(which the universal sign structure diagram (Figure 1) gives as-the third

level of semantic structure). By the Principle of Additional Svudture

the symbol must therefor*have all three levels of semantic structure.

By the Principle of Internal/ExtIrnal Balance, this structure consists.of

three internal components'and. three external components. It follows fnom

the universal sign structure diagram (Figure 1) that these internal

components are.em(endion, intension, andscognision (the meaning component 1

abstracted from the cognitive mentellect),'and the'extetnal components are .

the object, the ground, and the cognitive mentellect itself,(Figure,9). Q E D.

Theorem 7: A sign is a rheme iff it has exacUry dne level of pragmatic .

- 4
structure .It therefore has one component of pragmatic meaning (Contension)-

and one external Pragmatic coMponent,(the'sda4/behaviaral'context of'

the sign).

Proof: By the Representation Principle and the Principle,of Additional

Structure any sign must 4ave at least one leVel of pragmatic structure and ,

thi must be the innermost, or contotic, level. From the universal sign

str 1A ture diagram (Figure 1) we see that the second level of pragmatic

structure sets.up an actual relation of factitetween the sign and the

interpreter, and therefore represents the kind of relation defined-for a

pheme (and not for a theme which must expresd to the interpreter only a
% -

possible reference). Therefore, a theme cannot have a second level of

pragmatic structure at the purportic level, and (by the Principle,of

Additional Structure) it also cannot have a second level of pragmatic
.4.

structure at'the emotic level. Thug/a theme has exactly one level of

pragmatic structure, which.is the contotic structure. By the Principle

of Internal/External Balance, this structure will consist of both an

internal component and an external component. From the universal sign.

structure diagram (Figure 1)' we see that the internal component is contension

(the eaning component abstracted from the'social/behavioral context), and

external component is the social/behavioral context itself. Q E D

Thus., Theorem 7 gives us the structure for rhemes shown'in Figure 10.

Theorem 8: A sign is a pheme iff it has exactly two levels of pragmatic

structure. therefore has two components of pragmatic meaning (contension

2A.
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and purposlion) and two external pragmatic components (the social/behavibral

context of the sign, and its interpreter).

-Proof: As iii Theorem 7, a pheme must have a cOntotic level: of structure

which by the Principle of InterFal/External Baldhce consists of.the contension
;

and'social/behavioral coptext of the sign. But by Definition,8, a pheme muat

express dn'actual relation of fact,I)etween the aign and interpreter. 'This
A

cannot'be done by the cbntotic structure which express only A possible
.

relation of'ref67ence between th, sign andinterpreter. Theeefore phemes .

podtess an additional level'of pragmatic structdre. By the Principle of

.

ditionaL Structure this'must include at least the purportic

can,also be.justified intuitively': we saw from the universaLsign struCture
s

. diagram that the second level of pragmatic structure dogs set up an actual .

relation 'of fact between the sign and .p.e interpreter. 'The ihterpreter,

in falt, is the external cVmponent of the purportic level Of.pragmetic

strua/ture. By the Principie of Idttrnal/External Balance then, there must

also be an'internal purportic component which is the purporsion of the

pheme. ,If an emotive mentellect were added to.the pragmatic structure of

the heme, its interpretant would express a relation of.reason between the

sign d the interpreter, or the pheme would be expressed.as a sign of

reason to the interpreter, not as an actual relation of.fact between.the

sign and interpreter as is required by Definition.8. Thereforeia pheme

cannot have'en emotic level of pragmatic structure.

,Thus a pheme'has exactly two levels of pOgmatic structure, which

are the contotic and purportic levels. By'the.PrincipYb of Internal/

External Balance egch level-of this structure will consist of both an

internal coMponent and an external coMponent: From the universal sign

'structure diagram (Figure 1) we see that the ihterr61 components are tht

contension and purporsion (the meaning component abstracted from the'

interpreter of the sign), and the external components are the socialt
.e

behavioral conte,g and the interpreter itself. Q E D

Theorem 8 gives us the structure for phemes shown in Figure 11.

Theore;11 9: A sign is a doleme iff it has all three'levels of

pragmatic structure. It therefore has three internal pragmatic

components (contension, purporsion, and emosion), and three extvnal



FIg.. 10. ,Rhematic. structure
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Fig. 11. Phematic Structure
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A
pragmatic components (the social/behavioral context, the interpreter,

and the emotive mentellect-of the sign).

Proof: In order for a sign's interpretant tO represent it as a sign

of reason to its interpreter, as tequired for a doleme by Definition 9,

a doleme must be expressed by an emotive mentellect, which the universal

sign'structure diagram (Figure 1) gives this as ete third level of pragmatic
A

structure; and by fhe Principle of Additional Structure the doleme'must

therefore have,all three levels of pragmatic structure: By the Principle

of Internal/External Balance, this structure consists of three internal

components and three external components. It follows from the universal

sign structure diagram that these internal components are contension,

putporsion, and emosion (the meaning component abstracted from the emotive

mentellect), and the external components are the social/behavioral context,

the interpreter, and the emotive mentellect itself. Q E D
)

Theorem 9 yields-the structure for dolemes shown in Figure 12.

Fig. 12. Dolemic Structure

7
4
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C. Summary

Theorems 1-9 explain the three trichotomies proposed by Peirce--the

syntactic classification (Theorems 1-3), the semantic classification

.(Theorems 4-6), and the pragmatic classification of signs (Theorems 7-9).

The proposed sign structure model is universal in'the sense that it

displays the structure of'all categories of signs.

The theory presented in this sedtion is the outgrowth of the

dissertation research of one of the investigators into the structure of

the symbolic rheme [29]. In this work the:meaning of the sign.is identified

with its internal structure. ..Separate reports are in preparation surveying

the various senses of the work 'meaning' faund in 2Qth century'literature

[30], -and explicating the distinction between internal and.external sign

structure and sign components. [31]..

The,proposed theory is a relatively elementary beginning pertaining'

to relational phenomena. In the future, information science should develop

more refined theories of sign structure, particulary ones capable of

predicting quantitative phenomena. To do so, information science.research

must focus heavily On the fundamental questtpons of sign structure and sign

processing, both from the experimental did the theoretical side. In our

Opinion, significant progress along these directions may establish informa-

tion science as 4,new paradigm for an alternate group Of sciences.
4

dr

z8
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III. INVESTIGATIONS INTO SIGN.STRUCTURE

This section describes a number of investigations into the structure

of signs and information processes, using the language and concepts

developed and embodied in the theory outlined above. There is no particular

reason underlying our choice of these "projects".. In selecting these

investigations our motivation has been to test,and demonstrate the utility

of the language and the theory across as broad a range of information

processes as possible; at the same time the choice of projects bas been

affected by the backgrounds and interests of the investigators and their

slight propensity toward theoretical questions, rather than toward

technological problems of temporary significance. Potential utility of

' the research in applied research.in information technology is broached

at the endof this chapter.

One investigation described (into the nature of definition),,concerns

all three dimensions of semiotic processes--syntactic, semantit, and

pragmatic. The remaining studies fall into one each of two categories:

syntactic and semantic. So far; we have not pursued'studies to advance

our understanding of pragmatic structure, although we believe the Universal

Sign Structure Model to be very useful and promising in this respect.

A. The'Nature of Definition

Definition may be regarded.as one of the more impottant information

processes. We believe that our theory of sign structure pennits us tO

systematize all previously proiiosed concepts of definition.

Many terms associated with definition have appeared in the literature,

but apparenily there has been no suggestion that these'may be related to :

the various components Of meaning in any systematic manner. .Thus Robinson

lists and analyzes eighteen kinds of definition found in good writers, 146]

without attempting to systmatize or interrelate them. Plato, PasCal,

Locke, Whitehead and Russell, and Wittgenstein all appear intent on

explicating certain concepts of definition without in?krelating,tpem.

We do see efforts at a systematic account of definition in Leibniz and

Peirce. In Leibniz clear and distinct definition leads to clear and'

2 9
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AiStinct ideas, while Peirce introduces athird..mode of definition that

leads to a higher mode of understanding; these three modes.of definition:

:were already understood in Scholastic ages, ho*ever, by such semioticians
-

as Duns-Scotus.

.The menetic analysis of definition, first alluded to by Pearson [29],
1 4

'proceeds from the
t
approach_to definition propounded by J.S. Mill:

.11 definition is a.proposition declaratory of the meaning
which it bears in common acceptance, or that which the speaker
or writer, for the partioular proposes of his discourse, intends

to annex to it. [19].

Oqr theory of sign structure, which identifies meaning with the

internal structure of signs and postulates nine meaning components, permits'

us to modifY Mill'sConcept by introducing the concepts of 'elementary'

and 'complete' definition, as follows:

'An ELEMENTARY DEtINITION is one which states one component of the,

meaning of a term. 9

A COMPLETE DEPINITION is one which defines all nine components
of meaning of a term, and hence incorporates nine elementary

definitions.

The Universal Sign Stfucture Model predicts nine different kinds of :

elementary definition. The following are.some of the kinds of elementary

definition and their equivalents identified in the literature.

Definition of the shape of a eign (eidOntic'definition) is called
in/the literature "definition by abbreviation".. It is most Often

used in mathematics ',. as when it is declared that a certain newlY

introduced symbol . . . is ta mean the same as 4 Certain other

combination of symbols of whickthe,meaning is already know.

[54, 2nd.Ed., pll].

Definition Ot the semiotic context Of 4 sign (tagmatic definition)

is called-"contektual definition" or."definition in context". .

(Russell's definition ctf the Meaning Of 'a definite descriptive'
Phrase is an example of a definition'in context; as'such it
captures pnly the tagmension of this-meaning.)

Definition of.the object,af a signAdeictic deanition) is called

"ostensive definition" [15], "extensive definition" [46], and

"denotatpe definition" [18].

Definition of the ground pf a sign (hypotic definition) is called

"attributive definition" [46] and "connotative definiKan" [18].

30
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:Definition ot the soOial and behavioral context of.a sign
(COntotic definition) is calnd "the-Method-of-rulegiving" in
the'sense of-voluntary human roles as utad by Robinson [46, p129f].

Furthermore, Bridgeman's concept of 'operational definition' comes

close to being pure ergptic definition (definition'ofthe purporsion Of

a term). Robinson give the label'persuctsive_definition' to what.appears

to be emotic definition (the deffnition of the emosion Of a term).

. Syntactic Communication

The Universal Sign Structure Model Predicts three levels of syntactic.

...structure: ontotic, eidontic', and tagmatic. In the syntactics of natural'

'language these levels mal, be tdentified with phonetics, morphophOneMics,

and,tagmaticsi respectively, although this identification has not been
f

exFI1cáted as yet. Instead, early efforts have concentrated on using this

prediction to explidate the statistical theory of -syntactical comtunication.

,

The UniverSal Sign Structure Mbdel appears to offer the most patural,

explication for this theOry.

In communication We-use.actually existing, embodied signs to ,carry out

actual instances.of communication. Communication thus requires the.useof

sign tokens; this syntactic structure is then our only concern'in syntactic

communication theory. Therefore according to our Theorem 3, the structure

of communication is represented by the following diagram in Figure 3.

Tig. 13.

'Structure- of Colmunication

-25-
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In the standard theory of syntactic communication as introduced 135> Shannon

[48], however, we are not interested in the meaning ofthe messages

communicated; hence, ignoring the internal portion of the above diagram

and rotating the external portion, we obtain Figure 14.

(I
semiotic
context

Fig. 14. External Syntactic Struqux.e,Rotate

-)

information,
Source

"lb

,encoder /channel
---r-11111H

Fig 15. The CommUnication Interpretation

,

We must now interpret this model in the communication setting. In

generating or initiating communication we start with the semiotic context,
-

since this is the first, or innermost, leVel (from the P nciple'of
\

Additional Structure). .Therefore, we-first generate the semiotic context

of a,sign for communication; nexi, we add a shape to the sign and'its

context; and finally, we embody the sign in some.physical medium so tHat

thecommunication can actually be carried out. F/m.these we derive Fig.

15;.. the communication component which generates the context of a sign has

been called an 'information source' [1]; the component which'adds a shape

to a sign and its contekt is called an 'encoder'; the phYsical-mediuM

embodying the sign is called the 'communication channel': Taking into_
.

..

account the fact that communication'includes both a sender and a receiver

we derive the traditional communication model (Figure 16). As usually

presented, this diagram inCludes noise, a physical property Of every

real physical medium. 4

3 2
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infor
mation
source

encoder' .thanne

Fig. 16. The Communication Model

decode'r

p.

infor-
mation
receiver

In most textbooks the "communicatiOn model" is u4a11 preaented

. unmotivated. We are able to derive ate communication mod 1 rationallY

.

from the fact that in the theory of syntactic commUnication we are interested

only in the external syntactic structure of tokens. Froth our viewpoint sudn .

theoriea of communication as presently exist are seen to be theories of

communicgtion'physics, not general semiotic theo ies of'communication.

',We suspect 'that.further advancea id-communication's ence will require

further,development of more general semiotic theories.

The aemiotic properties associated,with tone, type and token phenomena

may be used to Understand the communication processes associated with each'

component. We have incorporated this approach into class notes for a senior-

level cOurse ion communication processgt [26j; it makes these processes quite
.

easy to explain. A textbook on this subject is in preparation 1441.

C. Perception

According to at least one major school of philosophy, the Object of

perception is:signs.. st:NA more preasely, signs are the vehicle of

perception, and the denotata of aigns.afe the objects of. perception.

PerceptiOn:as a semiotic, or information, process is similar to

comMunication, with two important exceptions. First, we Are only

'interested in receiving signs, not in generating or sending them. Second,

.we are interested in both.the internal md the external structure of signs.'

In Order'to be received, signs must actually exist; hence, in perception

33
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we'are interested in tokens. Furthermore., we are only Interested in the

..syntactic structure. Thus our understanding of the syntactkc structure
4

of aigns, and particularly our Thsorew3, should be useful for developing

, psychologicaltheories of perception.

.1. A SemiotiO Model of Perception

Figuie 17 shows* semiotic model of pei.ception, an adaptation of the

UniversaljSign Structure Model. The major new cqncept introduced is that

* of Imenetic valves', which appears useful for integrating many,of the

isolated findings and theories of particular perceptual. phenomena.

From Figure 17 we note'that perceptual variables are diVided into

three categories:, 'ontOtic (variables associated with the physical medium), -

eid9ntic (variables associated with the semiotic shapeof the sign), and
e.
tagmatic (variables aesociated/with the tagmatic context). ,Ontoti9.

variables are equivalent to Stevens' 'psychophysical variables' [52] and

Garner's 'energio variables''[11];.eidontic variables are synonymous with

Garner's 'structural' or 'informational' variables [11]; and tagmatic

variahles are equivalent to Jenkins' 'contextual variables'14].

.
Our threefold catagorization of variables is.motivated by the syntactic

structure of the sign. It explains suCh experimentalpheonOMena as GaTner's

observation that at the informational level of perception all variables

fall into..two categories (i.e., ontoticand eidoneitThaving distinct

and unique properties; and that there.are two kinds of relationship (called

by Garner 'state' and 'process') between;perceptual variables and,the eign

processor. These and other applications of the theory:1 sit structure

to perception are discussed below.

2. The N ural-Quantum Model and the Bekgsy-Stevens Valve

4i

The S evens' psychophysical power law [52] is a major improvement over

%he log ithmic law of Weber & Fechner in that it allows us to relate in a
--,,"

consistent way--namely, through a power relationshipl-several psychophysical
,

variables, and to determine their relationship to.each,other and tO the

interpreting organism. It also enabled Stevens to upgrade the messurement

of psychophysical variables'from an interval measurement o a ratio measurepent.

As a result Stevens has gained enough insight into the processing of ontotic

-28--
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,
variables-to ask new kinds of penetrating questions, and to refine

-

experimental techniques to study how-the interpreter processe ontotic

variables: The results of this work
L
are.incorporaten into a t eory

callecrthe'neural-quantuth model!' 452], developed jointly by .pekesy

and.Stevens.

In the language of the semiotic model, the stimulus variables are

7"first processed by a neural-quantum (or BeaSy-Stellens) valve which

-selects .the (mitotic (or psychophysical) variables, bypassing the eidontice

(or structural) anci tagmatic (or contextual) variables, and determines

the organItmic response strength correspondtmg to theiThysical intensity

of these variables. The ontotic processing center also determines Whether

the present stimulus is a sign or merely a physical body, and it activates .

or deactivates the eidontic valve accordingly. This explains the metric

relations existing between varip4a psychophysical variables, the power

relationship between physical itensity and psychological response to ..

psychological variables,,and the ability of the interpreter to selectively

process the ontotic variables to the exclusion of variables of any.other

category (but. not vice versa).

3. The Levels ofTrocessing Model and the Day-Wood Valve

Attempts to explore the relation between the ontotic and eidontic

levels of perception have been begun in a vague, unsystematic,way (e.g.,

by Razran, Rommetveit, Jenkins, Skinner, Day arid Wood,- Garner, Posner and

Mitchell). Garner and his colleagues [11] have carrie4 out perhaps the

most complete and syStematic.investigation of haw the information processor
A .

interprets eidontic variables; but their results are open to interpretation

until the more fundamental question of the relation between the levels is

clarified. ..,....

To-date the most conclusive results onkthis question'appear to be those

of Day and Wooi. What happens when an eidontic and ontotic property of

(the stimulus is processed in the same act of interpretation? Day and Wood a

,---11[7] asked an equivalent question and found asymmetric interference: in

an experiment involving six classification tasks, an ontotic variable prodbces
I

interfere e when it is irrelevant to a judgment task requiring diffierentation
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of an eidontic varieable. The opposite interference does not oPcur

however.

These results are as expected (or redundant coding. There is improve-
.

ment in performance when the,S needs it, as with correlated variables.

There is, however, avoidan&of inte ference only when the S isjudging

%he ontotic variable; tfie S cannot a oia interference when judging the

eidontic variable. Day afidWoocNest that such a situation makes

sense if we consider that the ontotic variable is processed in a distinct

processing center at a lower level than the eidontic variable.. Thus an

ontotic variable is processed before any eidontic variables, and'it-can

be discriminated without...interference froin Irrelevant variatfon in the .

eidontic property. If an eidontic property is.the relevant variable,

' then any ontotic variation will interfere with discrimination of.the

eidontic variable, bedause tfiat variation must fie protessed before the

eidontic property can be perpeived. Garner All, 01371:Offers a partial

explanation of this. A stimulus may exist with only ontotic properties

(no eidontic properties); that is, an interpreter may process.ontotic
-

variables without processing any eidontic variables. 'A stimulus with,

eidontic properties cannot exist, however, without Ontotic properties;
.-

i.e., aw ninterpretercanot proces4 eidontic variables tzithout.first.

processing the ontotic variables.

,By reference to Figure 17 we note that the diode symbol 40.-represents

the'qUakative aspects of the Valve, and the mixerbOx:symbol,' , represents
-

the logical relations involved. The Day-Woodhypothesis of differpnt

processAg levels is represented in:the-model-byfthe distinct componen%5

and'processing revels of the diagram. The netessity'tio proceias the ontotic

variable before the eldontic, and,tfie possibility of pTocesiing,the',ontotic

variable without procesaing the eidontic are represented by feeding an

output'from the ontotic processingcenfer into.the cOntrol box of.the.

eidontic, or Day-Wood, valve. With nO input to.the control box of the'

Day-Wood.valve, the Day-Wood valve cannot ouput any eidontic variable

Into the eidontic processing center.
-

The semiotic model of terception also,explains manyof 1arner.

distinctions. According to Garner, the first important.process in.

stimulus le),axe4g involves learning what exists; the second, 41scrimihating
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Fig. 17. ,A Semiotic Model of Perception
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between the items that exist [11]. This distinct4on corresponds to

, perception at the ontotic and the eidontic leve , Furthermore, if

16letters are used.as the lavelgand variables of. tidimensional Stimuli

such that they form "real" words lather than nonsense words, the effects

of eidontic and ontotic structure are considerably attenuated, but not

eliminated. This indicates that the stimuluses are perceived as words

andOthey form a higher level of interpretation; perhaps at the' tagmatic
. ------

.

level as suggested by the semiotic model of perception.

Garner finds it necesSary to-distinguish between the Informationa4

.properties.of a stimu],us and its "energic" Koperties. This distinction

differentiates alternative ways in which stimulus redundancy can affect
,

discrimination performance. Energic properties provide activation of

the sense organ and correspond fo our ontOtic properties. He uses, the

label 'informational' o,tructural',equivocally, sometimes referring
.

to the hape properties'of signs Je eidontic properties) and somefiMes

to semiotic properties in general. Garner also uses a distinction concerning

factors that can limit perception. He calls these the 'state axis' and

the 'process axis'. In our model, limitations concerning ontotic properties

correspond to the State axis while limitations 'Concerning eidclptic properties

correspond to the process axis.

4. An:Interpretation of Jenkins' PhenoMena: the Jenkins Valve

Jenkins [14] has also observed a "massive interference" effect in

several experiments. However, in this case, both the ontotic and eidontic

aspects oVthe stimulus liere fully processed. As Jenkins himself observec4

the effect seems to involve an'.16symmetry in the contextual relations of

the sign. V-

We therefore pOstplate that this effect can Jpe explained by a valve

similar to the BekW=5tevens and the Day-Wood valves, and propose to call

it the 'Jenkins valve'. Based on garner's analysis of the Day and Wood

experiment we suggest that the Jenkins valve can best be isolated :and

observed by concentrating the S'e,attention on tWo processing levels

simultaneously, perhaps by having S measure word spelling errors (eidontic

property) while mdnitoring part of speech usage of-the same word (tagmatic

property) vs. measuri g category-errors while monitoring corrections of

spelling.
-32-
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5. Proposed Measurement of the Operating Characteristics 6f the DO-Wood
_

Valve
t t

_The Bekesy-Stevens neural-quantum model may be interprete6 as a theory

of the operating characteristics of the Bekesy-Stevens valve. Compared to

our knowledge of this valve, our understanding of the Day-Wood valve ia,

scanty: we know little else than its control box is a Summatable on,-off

device. It is therefore of interest to be able to measure the Operating

characteristics and to derive a theory of the Day-Wood valve.
s.

We believe this can now be acComplished, using ihe concept of

eidontie deviance and the instrumentation discussed in section D1 below.

We have observed at one point of the eidontic deviance scale an effect

which universally and radically changes the way artificfal words are

interpreted: on one side of this poIALS's process only length, while

on the other they process both leugth and,pattern. This point theniappears-

t be the initial operating point tor the Day7Wood valve--a phenomenon ve

: a e anxious to use for measuring that valve's operating characteristics':

Other effects which we antrcipate'will enable us to explore the operating

characteristics of this valve are the Terwilliger effect [53], the Miller-,

Selfridge effect [21], and also various effects involving eidontic deviance

and visual acuity, and novelty.

D., Syntactic Shape

Our research into,the nature of syntactic theory has concentrated on

the eidontic level, with the semiotic concept of shape being of primary

interest. This section reports onour work in this area.

1. Eidontic D viance
0

The devi tion of the shape of a natural language sign from the hypo-

thetical norm, or average shape, of a sign in a given natural language is

of considerableaerest to infotmation science, for both theoretical and

applied reasons. To measure.such a deviation we have developed an

instrument called the 'eidontic deviometer' ori in short, 'eidometer' [42].

MeaSUrements on yificial word forms using this instrument are both

reliable and precise.
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In previouspork, Miller, Bruner and Postman showed that the inter7

pretation orsigna is affected by their shape [20]. We expect the
c--

eidometer to enable a precise Measurement of this phenomena, and hence to

lead to a better understanding of the interpretation process. Thus far,

we have redesigned the Miller-Bruner7Postman experithent using an elementary

tachiatoscope (teescope) with the stimuiuses measured by the eidometer, and

have perfcmed Succesefully an exploratory trial (the nuMber of interpre-
. .- .

tation errors 'as measured on the teescOpe is directly and linearly

proportional tilthe eidontic devianre as measured on the eidometer). This .

. .

exPeriment will be refined and carried out with a sufficient number of'

subjects to enable §atiafactory tolerances to be placed on error bounds.
,

This research should leAd to a direct measurement ofthe redundancy curve

for natural language, a measurewedt which has not been made before (although

Shannon,[49] determined upper add lower bounds.for.this curve mathematically).

The eidometer permits the redeiign of ,many other classical experiments

,involving the measurement of word shape, ..as well as the design Ornew
A '

experiments investigating

?

arious' aspectp of.semiotic shape.. A file of

nearly 100 preliminary exp riment designs employing
0 the eidoMeter has been

,

compiled. One such ekperiment, the proposed'measurement of the operating .,

characteristics of the Day-Wood valve, was described in the preVious section.

\

2. 'Polygram Frequencies

Tables of polygram frequencies,are useful-for the generation of

. artificial word forms and the Study ofredundancy in natural language..

.'Since tables for*Americin English WhACh_are Publicly available are at

least half a century old and suspect (havinvost likely come.from Counts

of military documents), and since.acCess to later and'more general cciunts

which exist requires a security-clearance and "need-to-know"; we have

prepared a table Of polygram frequencies from a count of 5.5. million letters *

in the Brown Corpus of standard American [28].

puring'the analysis of this count Aata We discovered a rank-frequency

regularity among Ole letters. However,unlike the rank-frequency law of

Zipf and Estoup for words, which is log-log in nature, the regularity for

letters is log-linear in nature. We analyzed all available data for other

alphabets and phonemic systems, and found thia relationship to hold in

-34-
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461m- every case. A .preliminary literature search shows, no previous mention of

this regularity;.- it is hoped that after additional analyses to.be

performed) we .may be :able to report a discovery of s universal relation for

the shape eleMenta of a system of discrete. signs.
'110Na,

3. Tagmatic Deviance

Although several proposals for measuring tagmatic deviance (deviation

in conteXtual constraints).have been'suggested, .11.0fie are straightforward.

A way Mont be found to obtain measurement of tagmatic devicance by inter-
.

linking the teasurehent of eidontic deviance at both the word level and

the sentence level. Several schemes for doing ,this are presently,undrr

evaluation at our School.

4.: Algorithmic InforMation

A historical and tutorial paper has been kepared u4 the MeaSurement

of semiotic shape, to appear in-International Journal'of Cpmputeri and

Information Science [43]. -

In many kinds of signs, shape is primarily concerned with length'

and pattern. In 1965 Kolomngorov proposed a measure of shape which is

mainly a measure of the pattern [17];.called 'algorithmfc information' or

complexity', it pertains to the length of the shortest algorithm that Will'

produce a given sign as its output.

Patterns, howevat, can be described Verbally, whether for the purposes

of internal coding or Of long-term memory and reproduction. In,1963

Glanzer and Clark, using signs composed of lineat.arrays of black and

white elements, showed that aceuraCy of reproduction of patterns was,;v1

cordhlated with the length of description of the patterns [12]. In this

case the correlations were based on average rather than minimum lengths,

and length was measured as the number of words in a natural language

(American) description rather than the number of steps in'an algorithm.

Using various outline shapes, Glanzer and Clark further-showed that the

-length of the description was correlated with judged complexity of. the

shapes [13]; in general, longer descriptions go with greater difficulty

of learning and'with greater judged complexity.

41
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1 Conceptually, the Kolmogorov and tbe Clanzer-Clarlt measurztate the

same. KolNogorov's measureis a formal or mathematical 'model of Glanzer-

Clark's empirical' measure.

E. Semantic Structures

Another area of original investAgation which has just begun concerns

the semantic structure of signs. Although the Universal Sign Structure

Model stems from research into natural language, this same structure should,'

if it has any corellation with reality at all,14show up also in other disciplines

which study sign processes--disciplines such as philosophy and psychology.

1. Analysis,

A preliminary argumeht has been developed which shows the usefulness

of the universal structute model for unraveling philosophical problems.

G. E. Moore, an early twentieth century British philosopher, developed

a paradox which has cone to be called Moore's paradox of analysis and may

'be stated as follows: if the analysis Of the meaning of a word has the same

meaning, it is trivial; but if it has a different meaning, then it is wrong.

Moore knew well that philosophers very often make correct and non-trivial

%analyses, but he was never able to develop a theory of analysis Which

overcame his own paradox. While other *philosophers have tried with varying

amounts of success, the problem has never been solved completely. The most

popular approach is to say that the probleM_liea in the formulation of the

paradox, which assumes that meaning is either a single or yhOlistic kind of

*thing which ia gither completely the same or else altogether diffglrent.
11,

Frege [10] and Carnap [6] assumed that the meaning of signs has'two compone6s,

but. their assumptions were for entirely different purposes. Carnap was able

to delineate the character of scientific valysis fairly well 4,111.th his

extension' and 'intension', but he was never able to handle philosophic

analysis. Moore himself said, he thought philosophic analysis required,

something like determining-the same *objects by the same properties but

understanding or cognizing this determination in a different way.

From our sign structure model (Figure 1), we note that cognis on-

uniquely determines intension, which in turn uniquely determines ension,

4 2
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while a difference in extension ensures thit two terms will have a

difference in intension, which in turn ensures a difference in cognision.

We may therefore state the solution of Moore's paradox as follows:

Scientific analysis requires an identical extension with a difference

in intension, while philosophic analysis requires aril/identical intension

with a difference iri cognision.

2. Memory Coding

Another area we have begun to explore concerns cognitive representation.

Kintsch has reported three aspects of cognitive memory which he calls

'sensory', short term', and 'long term" [16]. Bruner has reported several

modes of representation, or coding, including 'ikonic , and

'symbolic' [4]. He has studied the sequence in which these dapabilitiet

develop in children and the rate at which signs can be processed using

the various modes Of representation. It would appear as if there were

just one form of,1 coding astotiated with each aspect of cognitive7memory;

'however,'this is not clear because of confounding effects on the expeilments.

An experimental program is being designed to critically .isolate each

memory aspect and the mode of-representation that is associated with it,.

The first experiment, to isolate and determine the characteristics of

iconic coding, uses an interference effect suggested by Siegmann [50]; in

experimentalotrials the irliprference-effect is well-marked and cantle

detected easily (36]. Additional experiments are planned, including.ones

using children to verify Bernbach's [2] results.

The advantage of achieving an answer to this.questidin is to ante?,

quantitative measurements of psychology to be used in future investigations

of semantic structure. For Astance, memory span tiies, protessing rates,

and age of, development are all quantitative measurements, and all run in

the sequence: index, icon, and symbol.

3. Semantic Linkage Strength .

The memory coding experiments described 'above lead in a natural way

to-the development of measures for semantic linkage strength..

4 3
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Fig. 18. Semantic Field Structure

According to the Universal Sign Structure Model some signs have the .

semantic field structure shown in Figure 18. One hypothesis that is being

investigated (semantic field structure hypothesis) requires all signs to

have all six semantic componants and all three linkages: the indexical

link a; the iconic link 0; and the symbolic link y.

The new concept of a-, 0, and y 'linkages' requires empirical establish-

ment. In our thinking, a, 0, and y become empir' ical measures of semantic

linkage strength. They are informatial measures in the"esense of Zunde and

Pearson [55] and their practicality must be established by semiotiC

reinterpretation.

As an dxample of how one might go about developing measures of linkage

strength, consider the iconic linkage strength 0. From ihe paradigm of

the Pearson-Siegmann experiment described above we have measures of what

may be called iconic interference. From the Bernbach experiment we have

motivation for intepreting this as a measure of iconic linkage strength.

4 4
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By generalizing both experiments we, May hope,to find that the ratio of the

short-term memory component to the long-term'associative effect varies with

the ratio of the iconic interference
/
effect to what may be called 'non-

f

interference'.- This may be used both to dsvelop.an interval scale for

measuring a and for establishing a semiotic reinterpretation for E as am.

informati4 measure,.

F. Applied Research Potential

We have shown initial evidence of the power of the proposed theory of

sign-structure to explicate sign phenomena, the utility of which must be

further demonstrated. In addressing the question of the utility nf this

research to practical issues in information processing we may eford to

be mildly speculative. In the body of this report we have alluded to our

current and planned efforts at the applied plane (e.g'., research into aphasia

and related brain disorders); we also see our work relevant to a number of

/applied problems in information technology. The following illustrations
I

may be given:
, i

o Now:that programMing syntactics has reached an initial maturity of

development, interest in programming.theory has begun to turn to

programming semantics. Early studies into programming semantics

have concentrated on a single-level,semantics. Onr investigationi

into the structure of signs wouid'suggest, however, that in order to

achieve the full power o lyMbolic communication of which digital
.

eomputers and their'Compil rs are capable, a three-level semantics

is required. A full unplerstanding of symbol structure till be .

required to develop Such theoles. .

p Theke exist almost no theories ofprogramming pragnattcs, and few

studies of the subject have ever been made. Our:studies of sign

structure suggest that the pragmatic dimension is independent of the

semantic dimension (a major departure from the Peiice-Morris theories),
i

. ,

and that it may be at least as important to programming theokyas the-
ft

. .

*_secontic dimension.. In order to study prclgramming pragmatics and

deveXop appropriate theories; an understanding of the pragmatic
.

structure of signs is requited.

411
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.Even a cursory lOok.at the notations of control function) in program-
,

ming systems shows beyond doubt the confusion facing computer programmers

and computer users. The choice of control functions and their'nOtations

in individual Programming systems has haA no basis in theoretical

principles.or in the etpiricism of human engineering. Our.thebry of .

sign structure appears to provide' a useful framework and a tot)]. for

the-empirical, science-based development of program control functions

and their notations.

o Many issues in the vast problem area of human interaction with

computer-based information systems conce'rn the,coding of'symbols,

indekes and itons. Mbst coding studies todite have dealt withthe'

coding of symbols only. Furthermore, there are two types. of coding

involved: 1) the creation, change, and interpretation of the shape of

signs; and 2) the storage, linkage, and retrieval of signs into., in,
r °

and from memory. The coding theories of Shannon and Wiener address

the former, while studies by Bruner, BroadbentlXintch and, others:

address only the latter. So far., there has'belh little reference to

the common relationships involved between.these tWo types.of coding

and studies have made either little or naive use of understanding Of
.

sign structure. Since it is plausible to argue that the man/machine

interface problem concerns in part thsirelationshig of the two types

of coding,_it would.appear that our theory is ft.potential tool for

this virgin area of applied research. 'This is So because this theory'

encompasses a language and a power to interrelate the semantic and

syntactic structure of indexes, icohs and symbols.

It is easy to expand on this list of apOlied problema-T4hich appear relevant
. ,

to our-theoretical work. There is no question in our minds thatthe practical,

the applied and technological resulta will be forthcoming at the appropriate

time when the understanding of the natUral semiotic phenomena has been achieved%

The search for such understanding is i the realm of a basic, science of

information.

4 6
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IV. THE SEMIOTICS LAB

Early in the project the School of Information and COMputer Science

moved to'establish a Semiotiés Lab, in support of both research and

instruction in sOeral related courses. The initial development was

reported in [37..]. A lab.manusl has been published by the School and

is available fhrough the Georgia Tech Bookstore [23]. The instrumentation

recently added to'the SemLap includes several eidontic daviometers, a V
teescope, imer for memory coding experiments,

A. Computer 'Software

&major, ource of the SemLab is its bank of computer software

for.semiotic research. Documented programa developed by the Beath are

announced in Semiotic Scene, a publidation of the.Semiotic Society of

America,-and in Foundations, a newsletter of the ASIS Special Interest Group

in Foundations "Information Science. Among the programs,available at cost
I

upon request are: /1

WORDGEN, A Markov artificial word generator, generates words,of

Markov Order 0, and 3, using tables of relative polygram
frequencies,forMonograms, diagrams, and trigrame.

WORDGN3, anotheX:,Morkov artificial word generator, generates artificial

words of cal.finite Markov orders using machine readable natural
language text:

TTKANAL, an instrument for measuring types and tokens in a sampla\of

running tex4. As an additional feature, it also performs a \
rank-frequency analysis, a type-token alysis, and. computea'\
Yule's K coefficient for.the sample.

SIMIMAB,uses data collected from word sorting exper1ints to build a

similari\ trix' and generates linkages to word clustering routines which'

use the similarity matrix to compile word lists. The latter, are used in

list sorting experiments and in building eidoteters.

B. Machine Readable Data-Bases .

Another substantial resource of the SemLab, developed over the perio&

of this NSF grant, is its collection .of machine readable texts for purposes

4 7
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of semiotic research. During the last year, this data base has been

increased by a corpus of technical writing in pharmacology; three German

corpuses.(including one complete noVel); a corpusoof aphasic texts a copy/

of chimpanzee generated language'text; and other:materials. . A typescript
/

-corpus oflpatural language text, generated while its authors were under
-

controlled dosage rates of various drugs, has been o tained, nnd'plans.are

underWay to conVert it'into machine readable form.

C. Collaborative Projects e

Because of the unique facilities and activities of the Senitab, a-

nuMber of collaborative activities with other inatitutions have developed

during the program period. Illustrative OfYthese are the'following:

1)- We assisted the University of South/Florida to design and conduct

.an experiment to collect samples of aphasic text under controlledconditionn,

along with control samples of normal text under the same condiffons, to

allow a comparative analysis of rank-frequency andttype-token relationships.

The experiments are carried out at the Camp Challenge facility in Florida;

the results are analyzed in the SemLab. Preliminary iesults show no

differences in the Yank=frequency and typetoken results between Aphasics

and-normals [351. Negotiations are underway with the Florida Easter

Seal Society (which operates:the Camp Challenge facility)and the Speech

epartment of the University if Florida (which coordinates research af

Camp Challenge) to conduct a-new set of experiments designed'to capture

a larger sample of text from the aphasics and to obtain a more precise

c1assificatt9/of aphasic disability. .
0

2) Negotiations have been,opened with the Peorgia Institute of

Mental Health and, independently, the Virginia Inatitute for the Living

to.cOnduct similar experiments on schizophrenics and manic-deprespives.

3) Lists of 4, 5, 6, and 7-letter words of high frequency appearing

in the Brown corpus were made available, along with the polygram frequency

lists compiled for these words, for e4(eriments in information procep(ing

conducted at Georgia State UniVersity.

4) The SemLab conducted a rank-frequency and a type-token analysis
.

. ;

on a running sample of chimpanzee-generated language text for 'Project "LANA"
?

at Yerkes' Priqate Observatory. -
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D-.7--Semiotics Bibliographies

Several bibliographies on different topics relating semiotics.and

information science haye been prepared. The different bibliographies are

relaed as shown in Figure 19.-

.Although prepared primarily for use by project personnel,.the *

'bibliogtaPhies are of general interest, and were made avaiable to

Profeslsot Umberto Eco, executive director of the International Association

for Semiotic Studies. They will appear in a future issue of VS, the

Italian journal of semiotics. Individual bibliographies have been made

avail ble, upon request, to scholars' throughout the'world.

Fig. 19 Bibliographic Subset Lattice for Semiotics
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) E. Organizational Activities

Ite principal investigators.have been very activy in the formation

of the Semiotic Society of America in 1975/6. Partially in recognition

of the .SemicitiC research aGeorgia Tech, the SSA chse,Atlanta as the

.site of its.firdt national nferepcie, hosted by the thool of Information

and Computer Science. Conf rence proceedings,"edited by one of the

Oroject directors, are sch dule to appear [33], Also as a result of our

efforts the SSA developed a special interest.group structure emphasizing

experiment56wmathematical,and theoretical semiotics.

In conjunction with this conference'the School of Information and -

Computer Science conducted a one-day Workshop in Experimental Semiotics on

September 23, 1976. The Workship was attended.by_40 scholars ,from the U.S.

and abroad, and was enthusiastically received [34]. We plan to conauct 4,

second workship in experimental semiotics in early. 1978.

C.
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